Restaurants And Bars With Over-The-Top Holiday Decorations

Ophelia
BAR FOOD • MIDTOWN

Perfect For: Business Meals Corporate Cards Drinks & A Light Bite

$3$3 3 Mitchell Pl, New York

View Website Earn 3x Points Save

 Reserve A Table
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In Narnia, it's always winter but never Christmas,” thanks to the self-appointed Queen of Narnia, the White Witch Jadis. But was she a villain or was she a misunderstood girlboss with impeccable taste in white clothing? Whatever you may think of her, take a cue from this sty-con and wear your fabulous white whites to Ophelia’s stunning Snow Globe in the Sky. Strings of blue lights with snowflakes hang from the ceiling like icicles and every piece of furniture on the Midtown rooftop wears a fur stole. Come before or after dinner for cocktails and snacks like baked brie and sea bass skewers. There are no chestnuts or teddy bear Santas on this rooftop, but this is the most glamorous place you can drink a martini this winter.